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Abstract - Alumni portals is providing common platform for every institute. Owing to the need to have all The Alumni (already passed out students) must be connected to the Institute, resulted in sharing their experiences, views, ideas, guidance, motivations and strategies. The objective of Alumni portal application is to allow old and new students of the college to communicate with each other. The main aim of the project is to build an interaction between alumni, admin and the student’s. A system that will be able to manage alumni data of a college and provide easy access to the same. This allows students to know about each other and their current activities. This portal highlights the feature of communication, which will enable the current students to have interaction with the alumni of the college for getting various updates on current industry trends, Internship opportunity, sponsored projects and various referral opening in the corporate world.
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1. INTRODUCTION

We are formulating the best alumni web portal which will facilitate effective communication platform through online chatting, profile viewing and personal messaging within three stakeholders of the institute via College, College students, Alumni. This portal will be providing direct contact of the alumni with the students as well as the staff members. The desired query of the existing students will be answered faster. This keeps the students updated with the current updates and demands of the industrial market. The students neither posting nor chatting can also silently be updated with the on goings in the college as well as the market. Alumni website is created for the students that have graduated from the Institution. This is a web based application that allows former students to take advantage of the benefits and services that institution offers after graduation. The alumni network is becoming important in the development of the institution because of their vast potential that benefits both the Institution and the students. There are many benefits for being an alumni member of a college or Institution, some of these benefits are: keeping a person inform on the events that are organized by the Institution, and when some important events will be holding in the Institution. Another benefit is that information concerning a former student can easily be received and other members of the alumni community can be located without much stress. The student and alumni can communicate each other.

1.1 Proposed System

The proposed system will be web based applications so it can be accessed by alumni and students with the help of admin. It enables quick and easy communications. Each user will be responsible for updating their own information's. Alumni will be able to organize meetings and find out about job opportunities using this system.

Proposed method to overcome on shortfalls includes following features:

- Provided Special interest group (sig) chat rooms.
- Personal in private chatting.
- Access of contact details on request.
- Auto registration of all students.
- Passed out students are promoted as alumni automatically upon completion of their course.
- It is very easy to manage historical data in database.
1.2 Existing System

Many colleges maintain present and old students manually. Recollecting this data in the manual system is very difficult. If student needs any data about old students they have to approach college management. Overall collecting the information is very tedious task in this system. The existing system is built with numberless excel sheets that are created by each user. These sheets may be collated by an alumni organization and shared with all the alumni but this activity may not be frequent. The system is difficult to maintain on a regular process and it also have a privacy issues.

Disadvantages of Existing System

- It cannot be used frequently.
- Data can be losses.
- This is a large process to maintain all user details.

3. CONCLUSION

Alumni Portal for any college website is very important. It has been setup to increase interaction, Knowledge sharing and networking among the alumni students and also focuses on bringing together alumni students of college and the primary goal of this report is to connect the alumni Students with the college and existing college students with the help of alumni web portal where They can have communication with existing students and college.
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